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Foreword

When I gave my first series of university lectures, on Albert Camus’ 
L’Étranger, in Glasgow University in 1975, I did so in French. The decision 
had nothing to do with internationalisation: the five hundred students 
taking notes were all native English speakers, and nearly all born and bred in 
Scotland. Nor was there a university or departmental policy on the medium 
of instruction, still less a theoretically informed debate on why and how to 
teach through a foreign language: it was and remains a peculiarity of higher 
education teaching that so many practitioners are untrained in teaching, 
whatever the language. Simply, as Armstrong and Hare (1993) noted 20 
years later, there was live discussion of whether ‘the integration of language 
and content’ brought ‘improvement in the students’ command of the prac-
tical language’ which outweighed ‘the perceived danger of diluting the intel-
lectual level of the content study’ (Armstrong & Hare, 1993: 114). Like 
many of my colleagues, I believed it did, and intuitively adopted many of 
the strategies (slow delivery, use of synonyms and periphrasis, repetition) 
which have now been codified.

The debate between language and content learning continues, although 
the challenge which then faced British Modern Language departments is 
now an issue across every discipline and every continent. But today the 
language of higher education is English. Across the world, the unifying 
effect of globalisation and the development of a competitive market in 
higher education have led universities to adopt policies of internationalisa-
tion, although, as Doiz et al. (this volume) show, policies and processes of 
internationalisation vary across national and institutional contexts. Within 
Europe, the Erasmus programme has achieved the de facto internationalisa-
tion of thousands of campuses across the continent, and, despite Europe’s 
commitment to multilingualism, has probably, in tandem with the Bologna 
Process, accelerated Englishization.

And if, even today, some lecturers find themselves, as I did, relying on 
intuition rather than training as they deliver courses in a language which is 
neither their mother tongue, nor that of many of their listeners, nor yet the 
means of communication of the city and country beyond the campus gates, 
we now have a much firmer grasp of the phenomena which the pioneering 
Maastricht conferences have called Integrating Content and Language in 
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Higher Education or ICLHE, and which in cross-sector contexts is typically 
known as Content and Language Integrated Learning, or CLIL. 

English-medium instruction or teaching is more than a subset of CLIL. 
There are powerful ideological, social, pedagogical and professional ration-
ales for adopting almost any language as the vehicle of university instruc-
tion. But the spread of CLIL in schools, and the worldwide policy of English 
as a first foreign language at primary and secondary level, make its adoption 
in tertiary education the most cost- and hassle-free choice. Furthermore, the 
inexorable global dominance of English across a majority of linguistic 
domains makes it the inevitable preference in the specific and influential 
domain of academe. 

The high social and intellectual status which is attached to university 
teaching and research, and participants’ involvement in international net-
works, have led to fears of domain loss. In other words that, as English 
strengthens its hegemony over knowledge production and dissemination, 
local and national languages will become restricted to less prestigious 
contexts of use, and their very existence may be threatened.

Such concerns, and the inequities which they create, among others for 
non-native writers and for migrants, are appropriately voiced by several 
contributors to this book, but, as David Li (this volume) points out, they 
remain a worry, principally for academic linguists and language policy-
makers, while students see English more fundamentally as ‘an indispensable 
asset or tool for anyone aspiring toward upward and outward mobility’.

This fascinating collection of detailed studies from Africa, America, Asia 
and Europe focuses more on policy than on the linguistic details of English-
medium university instruction. In so doing, it throws new light on the 
multiple reasons for adopting English, which the review by Wilkinson (this 
volume) identifies as increasingly economic. The drivers for embedding Eng-
lishization within a broader internationalisation policy range from institu-
tional concern with world university rankings, where the proportion of 
international students and academic staff are both a direct criterion and an 
indirect measure of status, through a desire to participate in international 
exchanges, to a wish to provide graduates with the skills necessary for 
employment. Altruism has certainly not disappeared, but the impulse to 
help students from developing countries is hugely outweighed by the finan-
cial motive to recruit fee-paying students. The countries where higher edu-
cation is available at a nominal fee are becoming ever fewer, as the cost of 
tuition moves from the tax-payer to the beneficiaries or their sponsors. 

Two critical features of the rationales for implementing English-medium 
instruction emerge both from this book and from the burgeoning research 
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literature on Englishization of universities. One is competition – to attract 
fee-paying international students, gifted teachers and researchers, and the 
most talented postgraduates to enhance the university’s reputation and the 
country’s workforce. More than one chapter illustrates the fact that com-
petition operates too at the national level, where a more ‘international’ 
institution or faculty can draw in more and better qualified recruits.

The second feature which emerges from a number of the closely-
textured studies assembled here, and which bring a rare historical light to 
bear on decision-making and policy implementation, is that university Eng-
lishization is not the kind of imperialist global movement which the more 
extreme conspiracy theorists suggest. The societal changes instead reflect 
the cumulative impact of a myriad local discussions at departmental or 
faculty level, comprising false starts and experiential adaptation, and whose 
prime movers are motivated above all by local contexts and domestic 
concerns.

Whilst there are shared anxieties about training opportunities, profes-
sional identities or the quality of English-medium teaching, this collection 
also uses a range of methodologies to explore different geographical con-
texts, whether monolingual, bilingual or multilingual, and to bring out 
above all the diversity of the expanding phenomenon known as English-
medium instruction. 

Jim Coleman
The Open University, UK
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